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A Tale of Two Wagnerites:
G.W.L. Marshall-Hall and John F. Runciman
Suzanne Cole

In 1914, George William Louis Marshall-Hall, the first Ormond Professor at the University of
Melbourne, who was at that time in his early fifties, looked back upon his youthful exploits
as an English Wagnerite:
In those seventies and eighties the whole musical world was convulsed with the
quarrels of the Wagnerites and anti-Wagnerites … Only those living in European
musical circles can have any idea of the ferocity with which this storm in a tea-pot
raged … I remember how a party of us, indignant that a work so opposed to our
cherished dramatic principles, should appear on the stage, went in a body to hear
Rossini’s ‘Semiramide,’ at Covent Garden. The great Patti was singing. But at every
point we considered the majesty of art was ignored and insulted, further gallery-voices
were raised in protest. Finally, the police were called in, and we were hauled out, and
paraded the street with wild gestures, furious, indignant, a wonder to the passer-by.
We were all for heroic tragedy then.1
Marshall-Hall was an important figure in the history of music in Melbourne, and has been the
subject of a significant amount of scholarly scrutiny, at least by the standards of Australian
music history.2 Of particular note is Thérèse Radic’s 2002 Biography & Catalogue and her recent
book of essays, co-edited with Suzanne Robinson, Marshall-Hall’s Melbourne: Music, Art and
G.W.L. Marshall-Hall, ‘On Music and Musicians: The Nineteenth v. the Twentieth Century,’ BritishAustralasian, 18 May 1914: 12.
2
A complete bibliography of Marshall-Hall scholarship can be found at www.marshall-hall.unimelb.
edu.au.
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Controversy 1891–1915.3 Although Marshall-Hall’s story is well known (at least in Melbourne),

I will begin by briefly retracing the aspects of his biography that are relevant to this article.
In late 1890, the twenty-nine-year old Marshall-Hall was appointed the first Ormond Professor
at the University of Melbourne, arriving in Australia early the following year. The position was
first advertised in 1887, and the then twenty-six-year-old Marshall-Hall, whose formal musical
education consisted of a brief three months at the Royal College of Music (RCM),4 was amongst the
applicants. The selection committee—made up of members of the English musical establishment
including Alexander Mackenzie, Charles Villiers Stanford and Charles Hallé—failed to make
an appointment, but the position was readvertised in 1890 and, as a result of testimonials from
George Grove and Frederick Cowen, Marshall-Hall was offered the job.5

Marshall-Hall successfully established a solid teaching program, and a good orchestra,
something that Melbourne desperately lacked at the time.6 Nevertheless, the taste for battle
and the intemperateness hinted at in his youthful defence of Wagner soon earned him some
bitter enemies. In August 1898, a scandal blew up, ostensibly about some ‘lewd’—and it is
universally agreed, terrible—verse that he published under the provocative title Hymns Ancient
and Modern.7 He had, however, also been upsetting the good people of Melbourne for quite
some time with his outspoken views on a wide range of topics, including the philistinism of
the local population. In August 1898, he gave an impromptu speech from the podium at a
Melbourne Liedertafel concert in which he proclaimed that war was ‘a good thing. Nay! The
best thing. It is a symptom of vitality, energy, super-abundant strength.’8 This bellicose manifesto
generated a great deal of ill feeling, and within days the Argus newspaper began what Thérèse
Radic termed a ‘witch hunt’ against Marshall-Hall and his verse, which was described as
not only lewd, but also immodest, impious and irreligious.9 He held onto his position in the
short term, but in 1900, when his contract with the University came up for renewal, it was not
extended.10 Marshall-Hall established a rival Conservatorium in Albert Road, East Melbourne,
taking many of the staff he had recruited with him. He returned briefly to England in 1913, in
an attempt to promote the performance of his opera Stella. In this he was largely unsuccessful,
and in 1914 he was reappointed to the University Conservatorium. This rapprochement was,
however, short-lived: he died of peritonitis just twelve months later.11
3
Thérèse Radic, G.W.L. Marshall-Hall: A Biography & Catalogue (Melbourne: Marshall-Hall Trust, 2002);
Thérèse Radic and Suzanne Robinson, eds, Marshall-Hall’s Melbourne: Music, Art and Controversy
1891–1915 (North Melbourne: Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2012).
4
J.F.R., ‘Professor Marshall-Hall,’ Magazine of Music 9 (June 1892): 109; Radic, Marshall-Hall, 28, n. 18.
5
For more on Marshall-Hall’s appointment, see Radic, Marshall-Hall, 5–7.
6
For a discussion of early attempts to establish a permanent orchestra in Melbourne, see Thérèse Radic,
‘The Victorian Orchestra 1889–1891: In the Wake of the Centennial Exhibition Orchestra, Melbourne,
1888,’ Australasian Music Research 1 (1996): 13–101.
7
Radic, Marshall-Hall, 14–15.
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Marshall-Hall Relieves his Feelings: A General Onslaught,’ Argus, 2 Aug. 1898: 6.
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‘Professor Marshall-Hall Published New Verses. Immodest and Impious. A Public Scandal,’ Argus, 6
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Most Marshall-Hall scholarship has tended to focus on his strengths, particularly, but
not exclusively, as a composer. Richard Divall, for example, in his Foreword to Radic and
Robinson’s Marshall-Hall’s Melbourne, claims that in editing and performing Marshall-Hall’s
music, he came to ‘truly see the greatness of the man and the musician.’ He goes on to extol
Marshall-Hall’s ‘strengths as an orchestrator, innovator and unique voice in Australia’s musical
history.’12 In their Introduction, the editors quote an obituary, originally published in the Musical

Times, and reproduced in the Australian Musical News, which praised Marshall-Hall as ‘so rare
a man—so splendid a genius.’13
Most of this scholarship looks at Marshall-Hall from the Australian perspective, and with
the benefit of hindsight. This is, of course, perfectly reasonable: while Marshall-Hall was a
significant figure in the history of music in colonial Melbourne, he was a very minor figure in
the history of English music, and there are, therefore, relatively few primary sources that predate
his arrival in Australia. In this article, however, I wish to focus on the youthful Marshall-Hall
prior to, and immediately after, his appointment to the Ormond Professorship.
I will examine this through the published writings, particularly in the Magazine of Music,
of Marshall-Hall’s friend, colleague and fellow Wagnerite, the eccentric and irascible John F.
Runciman, which give a glimpse of both the friendship between the two men, and of the kinds
of circles in which Marshall-Hall moved in London. In so doing, I will pay particular attention
to the importance of their mutual love of Wagner and of their hatred of what they saw as the
rule-bound, conservative English musical establishment.14

John F. Runciman was a music critic, four years Marshall-Hall’s junior. He was described
by the third Mrs Arnold Dolmetsch as ‘a fiery-faced Yorkshireman, with a flaming shock of
red hair and an equally fiery pen.’15 Runciman in turn described Marshall-Hall as ‘the owner
of a large massive head, and a great shock of black hair.’16 Runciman’s mentor George Bernard
Shaw recommended him in a letter to Arnold Dolmetsch as ‘a skilled professional musician
and a slashing journalist.’17
He was, like Marshall-Hall, a self-declared Wagnerite. In 1898, he published a collection of
his criticism, entitled Old Scores and New Readings; a revised and expanded edition was released
in 1901.18 Of the twenty-two chapters in the revised edition, eight dealt explicitly with Wagner,
and many others, such as the chapters on Verdi, were really about Wagner’s superiority to all
forms of Italian opera. Runciman also published a weighty, and surprisingly down-to-earth,
Radic and Robinson, Marshall-Hall’s Melbourne, vii.
Radic and Robinson, Marshall-Hall’s Melbourne, xii.
14
It has long been recognised that Marshall-Hall’s passionate enthusiasm for Wagner was an
important part of his personality, and this has been examined in two recent student dissertations:
Matthew Donald Adrian Lorenzon, The Literary Works of G.W.L. Marshall-Hall: 1888–1915 (MA
thesis, University of Melbourne, 2010); Dallas Kunig, Siegfried II: Performance and Promotion of
Wagner by G.W.L. Marshall-Hall, 1888–1914 (BMus Honours dissertation, University of Melbourne,
2012).
15
Mabel Dolmetsch, Personal Recollections of Arnold Dolmetsch (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1957),
24. Runciman was, in fact, born in County Durham.
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J.F.R., ‘Professor Marshall-Hall,’ 110.
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Hamish Hamilton, 1975) 85.
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book on Wagner in 1913,19 although it has been rather overshadowed by Shaw’s Perfect Wagnerite

and Ernest Newman’s various works on the subject.20
In the mid-1890s, Runciman enjoyed a modest prominence as spokesman for the ‘new
criticism’ practised by Shaw.21 He had no formal musical education (not even three months at
the RCM, like Marshall-Hall) and he was a violent and outspoken opponent of what he saw as
dry academicism and the ‘old’ critics’ ‘profound references to consecutive fifths, and the birthand death-dates of composers.’22 Marshall-Hall, on the other hand, appears to have despised
all critics, dividing them, in an article in the School, into ‘1) those who are honest but incapable,
2) those who are capable but dishonest and 3) those who are both dishonest and incapable.’23
Stanford, Parry and Mackenzie—indeed most of the people on the committee who somewhat
grudgingly appointed Marshall-Hall to the Ormond Professorship—were all on Runciman’s
personal hit-list. A fellow critic dubbed the unceasing and indiscriminating zeal with which
Runciman pursued his campaign against the academic establishment ‘Runcimania.’24 To give
just one example of Runciman’s contempt for the English musical establishment, in a review
in which he praises Marshall-Hall’s Study on Tennyson’s Maud, he writes:
I was attracted by a new sonata for violin and piano by Doctor Stanford … The
workmanship of the sonata is faultlessly commonplace, its themes characteristic of
Brahms at his dullest, and their treatment ingeniously schoolmaster-like.25
For Runciman, Marshall-Hall’s early departure from the RCM was something of a badge
of honour:
Those who know Mr. Marshall-Hall will not be surprised to hear that he did not get on
well there. He learnt quickly enough; in fact, too quickly, and became impatient with
the college’s slow ways and slower professors.26
Marshall-Hall essentially shared these views of the academic establishment: in August 1888
he wrote that ‘there are … many pretenders high in office, who hold their position by reason
of sheer ignorance and indifference to those beneath them,’27 and this article was followed by
several others in the same vein, including ‘The Professor, the Student and Wagner,’ which is
discussed further below, and ‘Some Faults in our Educational System.’28 After his departure
John F. Runciman, Richard Wagner, Composer of Operas (London: George Bell & Sons, 1913).
George Bernard Shaw, The Perfect Wagnerite: A Commentary on the Ring of the Nibelungs (London, 1898);
Ernest Newman, A Study of Wagner (London, 1899), Wagner as Man and Artist (London, 1914), The Life of
Richard Wagner (London, 1933).
21
Nigel Scaife, for example, in the New Grove article on ‘Criticism’ described Runciman as the ‘selfappointed leader of the “New Criticism”’ (‘Criticism: §II: History to 1945: 3. Britain: (ii) 1890–1945,’
Grove Music Online, OUP, www.oxfordmusiconline.com/article/grove/music/40589pg2). Runciman’s
fullest discussion of criticism old and new is found in ‘Musical Criticism and the Critics,’ Fortnightly
Review 56 (Aug. 1894): 170–83.
22
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23
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28
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for Australia, it was rumoured that he left England because he was ‘disgusted with the state
of English musical affairs.’29

At the time of his appointment as Ormond Professor, Marshall-Hall had had only one
public performance of one of his compositions, a scena from his opera Harold; an excerpt
from the same opera, ‘Where the Thorny Brake,’ was published in the Magazine of Music in
1888.30 (The Magazine of Music also published a number of articles by Marshall-Hall in that
year, several on Wagnerian subjects.)31 Runciman played an organ transcription of the scena
at several concerts in the following years, but Harold was not a critical success. The Athenaeum
review is, unfortunately, typical:
the composer has taken Wagner in his most advanced style as his model, and, as a
matter of course, has failed in the most lamentable way to render his music agreeable
or even tolerable to the ear … the best advice that can be given Mr. Marshall Hall is to
burn his score and recommence at the other end of the scale.32
It is possible that Marshall-Hall’s article, ‘The Professor, the Student and Wagner,’ published in
the Monthly Musical Record in 1889, was a response to such criticism. The titular Professor had
been complaining that Wagner’s malign influence on his students led to ‘wild extravagance’
in ‘the place of sober reason.’ Marshall-Hall responded:
It were as wise to expect the iron to run from the magnet as to suppose there were
any logic or technical consideration which could cause the youthful heart, warm with
aspiring enthusiasm, to shun the life-glowing music of Wagner. Any resultant harm
must be ascribed, not to this, but to the short-sighted method of teaching which prevails
… The mind, the emotions, rather than the fingers, require cultivation … What requires
to be enkindled and ever fed in the student is enthusiasm, glorious, heart-firing, lifebreathing enthusiasm, the parent of love, veneration, and all great deeds.33
From late 1891, Runciman was actively involved in editing the Magazine of Music;34 he
frequently used his own columns to report—always favourably—on Marshall-Hall’s activities
in Australia, and several of Marshall-Hall’s public lectures were published in full. Runciman
frequently recounted personal anecdotes about Marshall-Hall and described him as a close,
or even ‘intimate,’ friend.35 He claimed that he, Hamish MacCunn, and Alfred Schulz-Curtius
(Marshall-Hall’s agent and the impresario who had brought the Ring to London in 1882)
had given Marshall-Hall a ‘send-off dinner’ before his departure for Australia,36 and he was
‘Personalia,’ Musical Standard 44 (11 Mar. 1893): 185.
G.W.L. Marshall-Hall, ‘Where the Thorny Brake,’ Magazine of Music 5 (Sep. 1888): 44–8. For a
discussion of Harold and its sources, see www.marshall-hall.unimelb.edu.au/stage/Harold.html.
31
The anonymous author (possibly Runciman) of ‘Music in Australia. Marshall-Hall to the Fore,’
Magazine of Music 10 (Mar. 1893): 56, reported that the Magazine of Music continued to support
Marshall-Hall for ‘precisely the same reason that we engaged him some years ago to write for this
magazine, namely, because we knew him to be a thoroughly competent, practical musician and a
thinker.’
32
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obviously delighted that one of his confreres had managed to breach the walls of academe,
even if only in the barbarous colonies.
In February 1893, Magazine of Music’s ‘Composition of the Month’ was Marshall-Hall’s
Overture in G minor,37 which was to be performed under August Manns at the Crystal

Palace the following month. This was the first London performance of Marshall-Hall’s
music since the scena from Harold. Runciman devoted several column inches to defending
the work, and particularly the passage shown in Figure 1, against accusations of undue
Wagnerian influence.
Figure 1. Excerpt from Marshall-Hall, Overture in G minor, Magazine of Music, 10 (Feb.
1893): 39

Runciman argued that all composers were influenced by others, including his heroes Wagner
and Beethoven, and asserted, with some justification, ‘that those who know Tristan best will
feel the great unlikeness as well as the likeness of this theme.’
Nevertheless, Runciman was not the only person to notice the similarity, and other reviewers
were less forgiving. Indeed the Musical Standard drew together a number of negative reviews
under the heading ‘The Pillory.’ Most remarked on the Wagnerian overtones; one of the more
critical reviews, in the Daily Graphic, suggested that once the ‘reminiscence of Tristan’ had been
removed ‘the residue is chiefly remarkable for its pretentiousness, restlessness, and above
all, conscious avoidance of simplicity.’38 For Runciman and Marshall-Hall, however, this was
no doubt just further evidence of the blindness and stupidity of the majority of critics, and
confirmation of their own superiority.
Despite this negative press, the Magazine of Music continued to report frequently and
positively on Marshall-Hall’s activities in Australia.39 In June 1894, for example, it published
a glowing report of the recent all-Wagner concert performed in Melbourne by Marshall-Hall’s
newly formed orchestra (see Figure 2), and placed Marshall-Hall in a direct Wagnerian
lineage:
In these concerts we have been brought face to face with those carefully studied
interpretations of modern works inculcated in the first place by Richard Wagner, and
spread over Europe by such men as Von Bulow, Hans Richter, etc., amid the same
insensate opposition. This marks an era in the musical history of Australia.40

37
J.F.R., ‘Composition of the Month.’ A string quartet in three movements by Marshall-Hall was also
one of the ‘compositions of the month’ in September; Magazine of Music 10 (Sep. 1893): 179.
38
Quoted in ‘The Pillory. Marshall-Hall’s New Overture,’ Musical Standard 44 (11 Mar. 1893): 185.
39
See, for example, ‘Music in Australia,’ Magazine of Music 8 (June 1891): 118; 9 (Apr. 1892): 76; 10 (Mar.
1893): 56; 10 (Nov. 1893): 263; 11 (June 1894): 129–30.
40
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Figure 2. Program, Grand Wagner Concert, Melbourne, 2 June 1894
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From late 1894, however, the frequency with which Marshall-Hall’s name appeared in the
Magazine of Music decreased sharply. This was probably due to Runciman’s appointment as
music critic at the Saturday Review, which presumably ended or severely limited his involvement
with the Magazine.41 Runciman’s advocacy of Marshall-Hall was less obvious at the Saturday

Review, possibly because he had less control over its editorial direction, but in November 1898
he devoted his weekly column to ‘The Case of Mr. Marshall-Hall.’ The first half of the article
is a fairly positive review of Marshall-Hall’s Idyll, which had recently been performed under
Manns at the Crystal Palace. Runciman considered the Idyll ‘a work by one of the most truly
original composers this country [i.e. England] has ever produced—a man simply miles above
our Parrys, Stanfords, Mackenzies and the rest.’42
He tells of its inception while Marshall-Hall was ‘lying on the sea-beach in Tasmania’:

The strangeness of nature in that strangest of lands took possession of him; he felt as
if existence were an unreal dream; he seemed to be taken back a thousand years to
the far-off beginnings of the world. Stillness and sunshine and the eternal sea—these
made life.43
Runciman admits, however, that while the beginning and end are ‘magnificent,’ he finds the
middle section ‘a trifle scrappy,’ and he even hints that the ‘reminiscences’ of Wagner in this
section might be considered a weakness.
The second half of the article is a diatribe against the benighted Melbourne establishment,
and particularly the Argus, for their treatment of Marshall-Hall over the Hymns Ancient and
Modern scandal, which had erupted just weeks earlier. Yes, Runciman concedes, MarshallHall ‘made mistakes; he was youthful; and he fired off mad speeches from the conductor’s
desk or made indiscreet remarks in his lectures.’44 He also admitted that writing was not
Marshall-Hall’s strong suit, and condemned the poetry of Hymns Ancient and Modern as
irredeemably bad:
He had never, so far as I could see, the slightest literary instinct. His articles were mere
strings of uncouth phrases. The thought was right, but it almost needed dynamite to
get at the thought. One would have thought that he wrote first in German and then
had a literal translation made. Certainly his writing was based on a conscientious study
of Wagner’s prose.45
This is perhaps a little unfair—Marshall-Hall did write one or two quite lovely Wagnerian
program notes46—but it also contains a kernel of truth. Nevertheless, Runciman was emphatic
that in every way that counted, Australia was very lucky to have Marshall-Hall, whose friends,
he claimed, thought it ‘something like a crime that such a man should be wasted on a halfcivilised city, in a nearly totally barbarous continent.’47
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In 1897, Runciman wrote a review of the recent Covent Garden production of Siegfried,
later reprinted in Old Scores and New Music, in which he claimed that the opera
is simply the most glorious assertion ever made of the joy and splendour and infinite
beauty to be found in life by those who possess the courage to go through it in their
own way, and have the overflowing vitality and strength to create their own world as
they go. Siegfried is the embodiment of the divine energy that makes life worth living
… which enables one to make the world rich with things that delight the soul; he is
Wagner’s healthiest, sanest, perhaps most beautiful creation; he is certainly the only
male in all Wagner’s dramas who is never in any danger of becoming for ever so brief
a moment a bore.48
I think that it is possible that in the 1890s both Runciman and Marshall-Hall saw themselves as
Siegfried figures: ‘all for heroic tragedy,’ courageously going their own way, slaying dragons
and breaking the spears of the rule-bound English musical establishment.
There is certainly some evidence that Marshall-Hall identified with Wagner’s youthful
hero. Back in February 1889, Marshall-Hall’s brother John had written an article on Tristan and
Isolde for the Musical World.49 The next issue carried correspondence on the subject, which was
followed by a letter to the editor signed ‘Siegfried II.’50 A clipping of the article in the Grainger
Museum identifies the writer as George Marshall-Hall (see Figure 3).
Figure 3. Letter signed ‘Siegfried II’

In true Siegfried fashion, however, this tendency to stride through life, sword drawn, had
landed both Marshall-Hall and Runciman in quite a lot of hot water. I have already briefly
discussed the difficulties that Marshall-Hall encountered from 1898. Runciman, too, had
developed a reputation as a critical loose cannon; in 1896 he was embroiled in two successful
J.F.R., ‘Siegfried,’ Saturday Review 84 (3 July 1897): 11.
John E. Marshall-Hall, ‘Tristan und Isolde,’ Musical World 69 (19 Jan. 1889): 37–8.
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libel suits: one against him personally, for calling a reciter of poetry an ‘ass’;51 the other
taken out against the Saturday Review by Alexander Mackenzie for comments made in one of
Runciman’s columns.52
Furthermore, by the late 1890s, an appreciation of Wagner’s music was no longer
particularly radical.53 In 1896 and 1897, Runciman attended the Bayreuth Festival, and wrote
articles describing his experiences. The 1897 article opened with some flippant comments
about Germanic casting—the average Bayreuth Fricka, he suggested, ‘looks and behaves like
Hera suffering from severe indigestion and probably corns’—while,
In Germany, feminine beauty is reckoned in hundredweights. No lady of under eighteen
stones is admired; but one who is heavier than that, instead of staying at home and
looking after her grandchildren, is put into a white dress and called Sieglinde, or a
brown robe and called Kundry; and a German audience accepts her as a revelation of
ideal loveliness through the perfection of human form.54
In the end, however, his main complaint was that Bayreuth itself was becoming too respectable:
it is fast driving away all sincere lovers of Wagner; it lives now on fashionable ladies,
betting men, and bishops: when the fashion changes and these depart, the Bayreuth
festivals will come to an end. Bayreuth is only an affectation; not one pilgrim in a
hundred understands the “Ring” or “Parsifal”; not one in a thousand is really impressed
by anything deeper than the mere novelty of the business.
Perhaps inevitably, both Marshall-Hall and Runciman mellowed as they grew older. As
already mentioned, Marshall-Hall was, finally, reinstated to his position at the University, and
he was sadly mourned after his unexpected death. Our opening quote captures a sense of the
distance that separated the mature man from the radical youth. Runciman, despite the libel
suits, kept his position at the Saturday Review until he died, in 1916, aged only fifty, just a year
after Marshall-Hall, and affectionate obituaries were published in both the Musical Times and
the Saturday Review.55

Runciman’s book on Richard Wagner, published in 1913, not long before his and MarshallHall’s deaths, was not particularly scholarly, and had a few notable errors and omissions,
but it was praised for its ‘swift, brilliant, naked narrative.’56 In it, Runciman seems to have
completely revised his assessment of the character of Siegfried:
In a letter to Liszt Wagner says he would not have undertaken the toil of completing
so gigantic a work as the Ring but for his love of Siegfried, his ideal of manhood.
It is as well, from one point of view, that his love of his ideal was so intense, for in
The elocutionist C.E. Fry was awarded £200 damages, sending Runciman bankrupt. For a very full
discussion of the case, see ‘The Autocrat,’ ‘Comments and Opinions,’ Musical Standard 8 (6 Nov. 1897):
289. The offending comments were found in an unsigned article, ‘Musical Life in London,’ Magazine of
Music 12 (Dec. 1895): 257.
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consequence we have the Ring; but from another point of view it is not so well, for the
youth Siegfried is the least lovable, perhaps the most inane and detestable character
to be found in any form of drama. He is a combination of impudence, stupidity and
sheer animal strength—mere bone and sinew; his courage comes from his stupidity.
The courage and strength and impudence carry him through to his one victory; then
his stupidity leads him straight to destruction. He possesses not one fine trait: he is as
weak in will and intellect as he is strong in muscle.57
It is perhaps not entirely surprising that modern scholarship tends to portray MarshallHall’s appointment and subsequent travails as a rare case of genius triumphing over narrowmindedness. I hope that in this article, my examination of Runciman’s writings about, and
friendship with, Marshall-Hall, will remind us that the young, radical, anti-establishment
Marshall-Hall was in many ways a most unlikely candidate for such a senior academic position,
and that the difficulties that he subsequently encountered can be seen as an entirely predictable
outcome of the decision to appoint Siegfried II to the Ormond Chair.
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